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Bhilwara News ..
State Government has provided roads, education in
villages claims Minster
Excellent work done in
the field of drinking water
and health
Bhilwara: State Revenue
Minister Shri Ramlal Jat was
on a Thursday tour of different areas of the district. He
interacted with villagers in various site villages and participated in the inauguration and
foundation stone laying ceremony.
Revenue Minister Shri
Ramlal Jat, while addressing
the gathering at Sadak Ka
Baria, said that the State
Government had taken forward the works of roads, education, drinking water, and
health in the villages.
The state government has
brought water from Chambal

to the villages by laying drinking water lines. Under the
Chambal project for drinking
water, a 1000 km long pipeline
has been applied in the towns
of Kareda and Mandal tehsils.
Chambal water has been supplied to 18 hazards of 5 villages

of Keedimal Panchayat by laying 7 km of drinking water
pipeline.
Shri Jat said that up to 50
units of electricity are being provided free of cost by the state
government to the houses.
Due to this, the electricity bill

of 60 percent of the households
has become zero.
Domestic and agricultural
bills have come down. Giving
information about the Chief
Minister Chiranjeevi Health
Insurance Scheme to the villagers, he said that Rajasthan
is the first state in the country
where this scheme has been
implemented. He asked to join
Chiranjeevi Yojana and take
advantage of free medical
treatment.
He said that the state government would give smartphones to the female head of
the family. From the smartphone, information about various facilities, including various
state government schemes,
will be available sitting at home.

Sports bring discipline and
brotherhood among people.
The Revenue Minister said
that the State Government had
started the Rajiv Gandhi Rural
Olympic Games. He asked
people to take time for sports
so that the body remains
healthy and robust. Shri Jat
said that a healthy mind resides
in a healthy body.
Shri Jat did public relations
in various villages of Panchayat
Samiti Kareda. The Revenue
Minister did public relations in
Sangani, Dhoron Ka Badia,
Odon Ka Badia, Puthia, Salia.
After this, the Revenue
Minister Shri Jat Chief Minister
Shri Ashok Gehlot, through
video conference, NH 9
Swaroopganj
ROB

Construction, Bhagwanpura
Square-Kareda Nimbahera
Jatan Road construction part
Bhilwara to Deogarh via
Phalodi-Osian-JodhpurJojawar-Kamli Gant-DeogarhMandal Laying the foundation
stone of the Road, laying the
foundation stone of Zambia to
Deogarh road construction
(Zambia to Rupaheli Khurd
Haripura) took part in the inauguration/foundation ceremony.
After this, he did public
relations in Bootiyavadi,
Bhojawat's rail, Road's baria,
Kalkipura, Chad's Badiya,
Haripura, Kalabhata, Kidimal,
Kolis' Dhora, Balai's Badia,
Hadwa's Badia, Chidi Bania,
Khatan's Badiya.

Saffron's barbecue restaurant opens in Udaipur
Udaipur: The first vegetarian Saffron Barbecue restaurant was established by Kailash Goenka, the founder of a chain of more than 200 restaurants, resorts and hotels in the United States,
United Kingdom, Germany, Australia and India (including Sankalp). In whose chain the branch of vegetarian barbecue restaurant was inaugurated today at Golden Feather in Udiyapol.
Jolly Christian, general manager of Saffron, told that in the past, where barbecue restaurants abroad were full of non-veg dishes because barbecue was known only for non-veg dishes
and at that time no one looked for vegetarian dishes in it, but Saffron barbecue restaurant. Founder Goenka opened the first Saffron Barbecue restaurant in India in the year 2002. Earlier in
the year 1980, Kailash Goenka started Sankalp Restaurant in India. Along with this, Saffron also introduced the concept of Unlimited Meals (with menu ranging from starter to roti sabzi for
kids to adults). Saffron was the first restaurant in the country to open a vegetarian cuisine restaurant in the form of barbecue.
He found success in the very first restaurant and never looked back. Opening one after the other, Saffron vegetarian barbecue restaurants, hotels, restaurants etc., its number reached
200 in the country and abroad. The taste of food is the same in all these 200 restaurants of the world because the gravy is prepared and sent from India to Saffron restaurants of the world.
Those gravy are sent frozen to minus 18 degrees without preservatives.
Meet Shah, partner of the restaurant, pointed out that in the long history of Rajasthan, where Maharajas adopted this idea of cooking on wood or charcoal after hunting in the forest itself.
There are many barbecue restaurants in India but no one ever considered opening a 'Vegetarian Barbecue Restaurant'. We are the leaders in opening the chain of vegetarian barbecue restaurants in India and established the first vegetarian barbecue restaurants in India and other countries. Also established Saffron Barbecue at Taj, Ramada Ahmedabad, Ramada Statue of Unity,
and Greenwoods Resorts. The vegetarian barbecue restaurant includes a menu of 100% vegetarian dishes.
Another partner, Meet Shah, said that one can prepare the dishes according to one's choice and needs (under the arrangement of the grill on the table) using tomato sauce, barbecue
sauce, mustard sauce etc. Saffron Genuine North Indian with Chinese and Continental cuisine Also offers cuisine.Its Saffron's Exotic Sizzler Cuisine is highly loved.Saffron Roomali Khakhra,
another very special way to start a meal.The most practical value for money menu offers a wide selection of unlimited menus Whether you're dining alone or hosting a party, your table with
specialties of the day, soups, unlimited vegetables and naan parathas, roti, and lentil main dishes, and the best dessert, the tastiest brownies Starter on the grill and this unlimited meal is
available at a fixed cost.
Vimal Shah informed that after the huge success of 7 restaurants running in Ahmedabad including Balotra, Bardoli, Barmer, Bhopal, Bhuj, Godhra, Gwalior, Hyderabad, Karad, Kolkata,
Lunawada, Mehsana, Raipur, Rajkot, Surat, Udaipur and Vadodara Saffron Barbecue's restaurants are running successfully throughout the United States, Canada and Australia, and will soon
be opening in Canberra. Saffron will enhance the taste of food lovers. Although most people consider barbecue to be non-vegetarian, we have changed the term to authentic vegetarian barbecue in the hope that the people of Udaipur will like it. Your dining experience will be unforgettable due to the live barbecue grill at your table, an unmatched ambiance and top-notch service when you operate Barbecue Saffron Restaurant at Hotel Golden Feather.

Gold for Nitin
Spinners Limited,
Bhilwara
Bhilwara: Renowned cotton textile companies of the country participated in the export
award program organized by Cotton Textile
Export Promotional Council (Texprosil) in
Mumbai. This program was organized under
the chairmanship of Upendra Prasad, Secretary
Ministry of Textiles and Smt. Roop Rashi
Textile Commissioner.

Cotton yarn manufacturer Nitin Spinners
Limited, Bhilwara, got the gold trophy in both
the categories for exporting more than 51 count
cotton yarn and book fabric-grey in the year
2020-21 for its excellent performance in Coco
Export. Both these export awards were received
by the company's joint managing director Nitin
Naulakha.
In the past years, the company has also
been awarded several times for its excellent
performance in the export of cotton yarn and
cotton fabric. The company exports its products to about 60 countries.

Thousands of
Ganpati are residing
in hearts from house
to house
Bhilwara: In Bhilwara city, thousands of
Ganpati were personally placed at homes and
establishments to celebrate the Ganesh festival, many families of Bhilwara on auspicious
time at their homes and establishments, and
small Balganesh Ji was established lawfully in
the house of worship. Under the day-long
Ganesh Festival, the family members will do
Maha Aarti daily by offering Bhog to Ganpati
in the morning and evening. Shree Ganesh
Utsav was provided by the Management and
Service Committee and is being found in the
market, bringing small Ganesh Ji from place
to house; after two years of the Corona period, this time there was enthusiasm in the unique
festival, ten after installing it at home establishments.
Media inc h a r g e
Mahaveer
Samdani said
that during the
Ganesh festival, there would be various events of Bhajan
Ganga, Sundarkand recitation, Chappan Bhog
In the Bhadada locality, 20 families, together with the residents of the entire locality, on
auspicious time, small Gajanand Ji was placed
from house to house. For this, all the residents
of the locality gathered at Bhadada temple.

They took Gajanand Ji with drums, singing and
showering flowers to his home in which Mahesh
Puri, Leela Goswami, Manish Bhadada, Sumitra
Bhadada, Usha Samdani, Saroj Samdani,
Rekha Samdani Hundreds of women including Ankit Bhadada, Dimple Bhadada, Jagdish,
Kelash Bhadada Ravi Bhadada, Happy
Bhadada, Tinku Bhadada were present.

Forgiveness Day and
Tapa Approval served
In Daulatgarh Terapanth Sabha building,
Shri Muni Shri Harsh Lal Ji Swami, and
in the holy presence of concomitant Muni
Shri Anand Kumar Ji Kalu, the day of forgiveness and austerity was celebrated.
In the Paryushan Mahaparv, for 7 days,
there was the austerity of Ekasana, fasting,
Bela, Teela, Athai, and Non with occasional
discourses, Pratikraman. Were observed
Under the auspices of Jain Shvetambar
Terapanth Sabha, with renunciation, austerity, and restraint, there was an unbroken chanting of the Namaskar Mahamantra. organized
Terapanth Sabha, Terapanth Mahila Mandal,
Terapanth Yuvak Parishad, Kanya Mandal, and
Kishore Mandal cooperated with great enthu-

siasm and enthusiasm in all these programs.
Salvador Devi Singh did penance of Ravana
Rajput today; she has set a new record in
Daulatgarh. This has happened with the blessings of both the sages. And Shri Sampat Lal
Ji Naulakha's wife, Smt. Manju Devi Nolakha's
nine and Shri Babulal Ji Naulakha's wife, Smt.
Asha Devi Naulakha did penance for eight. Many
thanks to both.
Sisters of Terapanth Mahila Mandal and
Kanya Mandal presented two verses of Geetika
on the festival of forgiveness.
On this occasion, former President of
Terapanth Sabha Gyanchand Barola, Rajendra
Barola, President of Terapanth Sabha Lachhuda
Gyanchand Maru, Minister Vinod Chordia,
Daulat Garh Sabha President Chhitar Mal
Duggad, Terapanth Yuva Parishad President
Himanshu Ranka, Terapanth Mahila Mandal
Treasurer Smt. Maina Devi Naulakha, Co-convener of Gyanshala Mrs. Madhu Devi Ranka,
Kanya Mandal Coordinator Sakshi Ranka,
Gyanshala Chief Trainer Sumitra Nolakha, Jain
Vidya Kendra Administrator Mr. Sampat Lal Ji
Naulakha, Minister of Pur Terapanth Mahila
Mandal Mrs. Aarti Dangi, Prakash Naulakha,
Shilpa Naulakha, Babulal Naulakha, Pankaj
Naulakha, Poonam Nolakha, Khushi Naulakha,
Priyanka Bohra, Pooja Mehta, and Mohan Singh
Ji expressed their views in Chundawat.
Terapanth Sabha and Terapanth Mahila
Mandal honored the ascetics by wearing salutations and offerings and presenting literature.
Muni Shri Anand Kumar Ji Kalu conducted the
program efficiently.

BJP Mahila Morcha
announced, Circle
President

Cricket competition
organized to promote
women empowerment

Bhilwara: On the recommendation of
Mahila Morcha State President Alka Mundra
and Bharatiya Janata Party District President
Advocate Ladu Lal Teli, Mahila Morcha District
President Manju Paliwal duly expanded her
cabinet
BJP district media in-charge Mahaveer
Samdani told that district minister Mahila
Morcha Sharda Acharya, district executive
member Mahila Morcha Mamta Parikh Banera
Kailash Kanwar Asind Mandal in-charge Laxmi
Kanwar Mandalgarh Mandal President Priya
Maheshwari had been appointed.

Udaipur District Cricket Association winner
Bhilwara: a two-day cricket competition was
organized under the aegis of local Sangam
University with the message of women empowerment, in which Udaipur District Cricket
Association, Udaipur defeated Bhilwara District
Cricket Association, Women by 34 runs! At
Sangam School Cricket Ground in Bhilwara A
women's cricket match was played between
Udaipur and Bhilwara District Cricket
Association.

Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan
Jayanti celebrated
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan Jayanti celebrated as a Teachers' Day in Sangam University,
students taught by becoming teachers, congratulated the teachers.
In the memory of former President of India
Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan at Bhilwara Local
Sangam University, various events were organized on National Teacher's Day. On this occasion, on the 134th birth anniversary of Dr.
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, in the Central Library
Auditorium, teachers and students of various
faculties of the University paid tribute to the
eminent educationist of the country.

On this occasion, the Chief Guest of the
function, University Vice Chancellor Professor
Karunesh Saxena called for taking inspiration
from the life of the former President. In his
remarks, while addressing the faculty members of the institution, said that the teacher
should play the role of an ideal teacher only
by instilling the confidence of being his teacher.
University Registrar Professor Rajeev Mehta
said that the teacher should keep motivating
the qualities of his disciple by diverting his attention from the demerits. On Teacher's Day was
celebrated with great pomp in various faculties of the University like Arts, Management
Department, Engineering Department, Legal
Studies Department, Pharmacy Department,
Agriculture, etc.
Professor Vibhor Paliwal, Dean of
Management Department, said that in the
Management Studies of the University, students
organized an honor ceremony for the teachers of the department, in which various cultural literary programs were organized and the
teachers of the department were felicitated.

Batting first, GS11 Women's Cricket
Academy Udaipur scored 108 runs in 20 overs
for the loss of 5 wickets and in which the highest run player of the series Sumitra Jat contributed 53 not out and Jwala Jat contributed
21 runs! Bhilwara District Cricket Association,
Women's team could score only 74 runs in 20
overs for the loss of 9 wickets. Udaipur team
won 2-0 in the two-day competition.
The Convenor of the competition was supported by Jai Kalia and Amit Jain of the
University! The Chief Guest was Registrar
Sangam University Professor Dr. Rajeev Mehta
and Principal of Sangam School of Excellence
Madhu Nagpal! Vice Chancellor Prof. Karunesh
Saxena congratulated the winning women
team! Senior Vice President of Bhilwara Cricket
Association, Kishore Kewalramani, Babulal
Sharma, Lieutenant Rajkumar Jain, Mahipal
Singh and Sangam University and school staff,
students etc. were present!

Union Asset Management
Company Private Limited
(“Union AMC”) announces
the launch of Union
Retirement Fund
Udaipur: Union AMC announces the launch
of Union Retirement Fund. It is an open-ended
retirement solutionoriented scheme having a
lock-in of 5 years or till retirement age (whichever is earlier).The NewFund Offer (NFO) of Union
Retirement Fund (“the Scheme”) will open on
1st September 2022 andclose on 15th
September 2022. The minimum investment
required is Rs. 1,000 and in multiples of Rs.1
thereafter.Union Retirement Fund comes at a
time when companies across industries are
being challenged byrecord attrition.
Employees are opting for a change in
industries and some are even dropping outcompletely in favour of temporary jobs in
search of fulfilment, meaning and purpose.

More than 250 students
received PFC Young
Achievers Award
Udaipur: The 4th Young Achievers Award (4.0) organized
by PFC was completed. In which more than 250 students participated. The chief guest in this award ceremony was ACCA
North and East India Head Prabhanshu Mittal, and Rohan
Rajvanshi first started this Felicitation Ceremony by lighting
the lamp.

Director of PFC Meenakshi Bherwani said that this function was organized in two parts: various schools and their students were honored with their teachers in the first part, and
other talents were observed in the second part.
Students from Mahavir Academy, DPS, St. Paul, Seedling,
Rockwoods, The Study, St. Anthony, and CPS participated in
the function. In this Felicitation Ceremony, students of 9th, 10th,
11th, and 12th, graduates, and students who achieved achievements at state, national and international levels were honored.
The students showed a lot of interest in this function and
aimed to study with diligence in the future. 1,13,000 rupees
were given to the students who got more than 90%, and various scholarship vouchers were given to others.
Director of PFC Meenakshi Bherwani said that in this function, the chief guest apprised everyone about ACCA and its
job profile and job vacancies available in small towns in India
in which students showed great interest.

14 Sadhus Sadhvi and 38
Shravak Shravikas completed
Maasakshana Tapas
Udaipur: In Sector 4 Jain Sthanak Bhawan, Chaturmas is
in motion in the presence of jain Acharyashree Ramesh and
16 Sadhus and 72 Sadhviyan Ji Maharaj, the first 51 days of
Chaturmas and Samvatsari festival concluded on 31st August,
this Chaturmas is spreading the fragrance of spirituality in the
whole nation. Is. Every day thousands of devotees are participating in the discourse meeting, in which hundreds of people
have also been taking advantage of the darshan vandan discourse from outside. In the presence of Acharya Shri Ramesh,
religious activities like Chaturmas, discourses etc. are being
done completely without pomp and show . Where there is more
emphasis on spirituality than any kind of physics, comfort and
decoration. No light, fan, and acoustics, mobile, mic etc. are
used in religious gatherings. Such an atmosphere appears to
be a confluence. On the third and fifth day of Paryushan, on
the third and fifth day of Paryushan, the discourse by Acharya
Shri Ramesh on feticide and drug addiction shook thousands
of devotees present. And on both the subjects, the entire Dharma
Sabha took a stand and resolved to stay away from intoxicants
if not to kill the foetus.
Ram Mahotsav Chaturmas is setting new records in
many ways.
Jain Bhagwati Dikshaye The abstinence life of Acharya Shri
Ramesh is about 50 years. Also on October 11, 2022, there
will be 3 more jain diksha.
52 Maakshamana completed
In the last 51 days in the Ram Mahotsav, a total of 52
Maasakmana tapas have been completed. Out of these, 14
have been accomplished by the Maasaksham Sadhu Sadhvi
and the remaining 38 by the Maasaksham Shravak class and
the Shravika class. While there is still a big time left for Chaturmas
and many more tapasyas are going on.
What is maskhaman tap?
A fast i.e. not eating or drinking anything in 24 hours of the
day can only be taken between sunrise and sunset by taking
hot or washing water or Achit water. It is a fast. Repeating this
sequence for 30 days means not eating or drinking anything
except undigested water for 30 days and to be fully engaged
in religion, meditation, self-study etc.
What is the thinking in kesh loch
It is necessary for a sadhu and sadhvi to have elasticity. A
few years ago, Acharya Shri Ramesh, while explaining the distinction of body and soul, kept his word on what is the thinking in kesh loch, since then devotees also started getting elasticity in Udaipur. In the Ram Mahotsav, a fixed place has been
made for the loach, where more than 170 hair loaches have
been completed so far by the hair loach workers Amarchand
and Ramprasad etc. Low self-confidence and attachment to
the body and gives a feeling of pain tolerance, hair elasticity.
One crore tewnt five lakh Navkar japs In the eight days of
Paryushan on a call of Acharya
Shri Ramesh
Called for 1.25 crore Navkar
chants and devotees reverently provided a road to count thirty lakh Navkars well in advance,
and in eight days, more than 1.25
crore Navkar chants and eight
days 24 hours of unbroken
Navkar chanting were also completed.
More than 10 religious camps completed during
Chaturmas period
Since the beginning of Chaturmas, 10 different thematic
camps have also been completed in the presence of sadhus
and it is proposed to have 5 more camps.
101 Samayak on a meeting Parasmal ji Nagori on a meeting 101 social tenacity continues 101 social means 4848 minutes for more than 3 days to do this sadhna by sitting in one
place eat, drink, sleep, in the middle of this sadhna Not using
physical facilities. Sadhana is done by wearing the garb of
Niyata with the mukhvastrika . If we look at the history, 100
years ago, under the guidance of Shri Lal Ji Maharaj, such
sadhna was done in Udaipur.
as par received information from alpesh dhakar
Many people's leaders are reaching Acharyashree's darshan
Politicians including many devotees are also reaching the
darshan of Acharya Shri Ramesh.
Taking darshan of other saints including Acharyashree
It is worth mentioning that Acharyashree Ramesh is a wellknown saint of the country and from time to time various eminent public visits and discussions regularly, in this episode
Chittorgarh MP CP. Joshi

